
You’re thinking about it 
already, aren’t you? Say you pulled out of 
tonight’s pizza pop-up dinner with your 
former colleagues, would anyone be that former colleagues, would anyone be that 
angry? You scan through who’s going:  angry? You scan through who’s going:  
is there anyone else you can count on to is there anyone else you can count on to 
bail out first? And then the clincher: the bail out first? And then the clincher: the 
realisation that the idea of lying on your realisation that the idea of lying on your 
sofa watching back-to-back Amy Schumer sofa watching back-to-back Amy Schumer 
in your slipper boots makes you want  in your slipper boots makes you want  
to weep with joy. One email later and to weep with joy. One email later and 
your plans are officially cancelled.your plans are officially cancelled.

Increasingly, we’ve fallen out of love with Increasingly, we’ve fallen out of love with 
going out. Opinion pieces on FOMO (fear going out. Opinion pieces on FOMO (fear 
of missing out) have turned into discussion of missing out) have turned into discussion 
of FOGO (fear of going out), ‘Netflix and of FOGO (fear of going out), ‘Netflix and 
chill’ meant that sex became based around chill’ meant that sex became based around 
a TV service, and a recent surveya TV service, and a recent surveya TV service, and a recent surveya TV service, and a recent survey* found 
that almost half of us cancel on friends at that almost half of us cancel on friends at 
least once a month. The main reasons, least once a month. The main reasons, 
apparently, are tiredness and simply ‘not apparently, are tiredness and simply ‘not 
being able to be bothered’. A coveted being able to be bothered’. A coveted 
Friday night no longer involves a bar and Friday night no longer involves a bar and 
heels, but a Sky Planner binge and our heels, but a Sky Planner binge and our 
comfiest tracksuit bottoms. Yet we don’t comfiest tracksuit bottoms. Yet we don’t 
want to admit that Cookie from Empire’s want to admit that Cookie from Empire’s 
company is more appealing than our oldest company is more appealing than our oldest 
friends’, so we still make the plans, angst friends’, so we still make the plans, angst 
over the looming reality of them and then over the looming reality of them and then 
promptly cancel, with 91% of us regularly promptly cancel, with 91% of us regularly 
making up excuses as to why.making up excuses as to why.

‘That’s me,’ admits Ashleigh ‘That’s me,’ admits Ashleigh 
Dougherty, a 22-year-old blogger. ‘In Dougherty, a 22-year-old blogger. ‘In 
advance, the thought of a night out advance, the thought of a night out 
excites me, but every weekend I stay  excites me, but every weekend I stay  
in with soppy films and my cat Albert.  in with soppy films and my cat Albert.  
There is such pressure to keep up with There is such pressure to keep up with 

Are you   

FAuX-ciAlising?


